
1. Introduction and Background of Main Event: 

 To say an event is the best, is to say the event has been created, executed and accomplished in the most 
excellent or desirable manner, and to the highest degree. When looking at NEORUN as the Best New Event, many 
crucial and convincing points need to be considered. Planning, designing, time managing, team work and problem 
solving are all but a small scope of aspects that takes place when creating an unbeatable and optimal event, amongst 
the best in the world. 

 In only just a few months, the NEORUN team prepared some spectacular never-before-seen track points in 
the first ever NEO WORLD. The runners were encouraged to show off their GLO. Zones such as the Bubble 
Trouble, Skylight Road, Laser Tunnel and the NEO DJ Zone were set up to make sure they got splashed, sprayed 
and covered with colourful UV paint while they ran, walked and danced under some crazy and funky fluorescent 
light zones.  

 This colourful and bright event was held at the Dubai Autodrome and was for everyone ten years and older. 
The runners did not have to be a professional runner to participate; they just needed to know how to have fun while 
they GLOed around the track laughing, dancing and celebrating the night away.  

 The NEORUN Event was produced, achieved and conducted in the most unrivalled and matchless manner. 
The event was amongst the best in the world. Its originality speaks volumes, and its results are significant and 
indicate a great deal of what to expect in the future. With such an outstanding turnout, Pach and the REDFILO team 
have no doubt that the upcoming NEORUN will be even more victorious then the last. When looking at this event as 
the Best New Event, we see that robust planning, designing, time managing, team work and problem solving all took 
place when creating the excellent, outstanding, and unstoppable NEORUN. 



2. Description and purpose / objective of New Event 

 As top organizers in the Event Management and Production Industry, REDFILO decided it was time to 
create a new event from the ground up. The objective was to create an original and creative event concept for 
REDFILO, which can be nurtured and developed for many years to come. The team wanted to create something new 
and exciting that would keep the participants talking and wanting more. NEORUN was a new event in the United 
Arab Emirates which has never before been seen in the country, or in all of the Middle East. It was an event aimed at 
inspiring healthy living through a night time walk, jog or run around a five kilometre course.  

 NEORUN was the UAE’s first ever 5k UV paint run, and it hit Dubai on Friday April 10, at 7pm. It was 
one of the most exciting and best nights of the NEO Runners lives, with 10 GLO Zones, DJs, music and so much 
more. The mission was to make sure all runners would GLO with the flow. With an event that happened at night, 
thousands of runners were covered in beautiful UV paint, and finished the night dancing to Radio One deejays 
Danny C and Saif and mind-blowing music. 

 The team envisioned and created ten GLO Zones with light emitting diode (LED) lights which were 
situated around the track each with its own theme. The twist for this event was that the NEO Runners wore white, 
and got sprayed, splashed and covered in colourful ultraviolet (UV) paint as they went through each GLO Zone. As 
the NEO Runners passed under the LED lights, the colours that they were covered in, GLOwed in the night. This 
created a beautiful masterpiece of brilliant and radiant luminosity, which represented the state of being joyous and 
healthy. The NEO Runners made their way around the path until they reached the finish line where they were 
greeted by an Enigma After Party with an outstanding DJ and mind-blowing music. 



3. Target Audience and attendance / number of participants 

 The Target Audience for NEORUN catered to men and women of all different ages, predominantly between 
the ages of 13-34 years old in the United Arab Emirates. REDFILO aimed at targeting active teens and young adults 
with a need for entertainment. The NEORUNs target market looks for a fun weekend event that they can enjoy with 
friends after a long week of work/school. NEORUNs three major market segments are teenagers 13-17 (18%), 
college students 18-24 (33%), and young adults 25-34 (11%). NEORUN fans are predominately male, having an 
average of 66% male followers and 34% female followers on social media.  

 Geographically, the target audience were predominately from Dubai. However, NEORUN also aimed at 
targeting an audience from the other nearing Emirates in the United Arab Emirates, and tourists from all around the 
world. Demographically, the target audience was from the ages of 13-34 years old, a mix of men and women, Arab 
and expats, and were high school or college students. 

 In terms of psychographics, the NEORUNs Target Audience were participants who would be media-savvy, 
interested in music or art, attended local events, and were middle class. Behaviourally, the REDFILO Team looked 
at targeting an audience that had a need for an exciting and active experience to attend to with their friends, that they 
could look forward to participating at every year, and have an eventful night out. 

 The NEORUN Target Audience on Twitter is 80% Male and 20% Female, and are 44% from Dubai, 7% 
from Abu Dhabi. On Instagram they are 60% 14-20 years old,  30% 21-30 years old, and 10% above 30 years old. 
The NEORUN Facebook Fans are 66% Male and 34% Female as predicted. 51% of the Males and 49% of the 
Female followers on Social Media are engaged in what gets posted.  

 The REDFILO team aimed at receiving two thousand participants on the event night. Since it was the first 
time such an event was held in the UAE, two thousand participants seemed to be a reasonable number according to 
the calculations and anticipations. The actual number of participants was a staggering four thousand, happy and 
active runners, all eager and excited to take part in a spectacular and amusing event. 



4. Overall revenue / expense budget of event. 

 The initial budget for the event was 1 million. Expenses ended up being 2 million. The total income was 4 
million. Therefore, the overall revenue for the event was 2 million DHS.  



5. Duration of event (start to finish). 

 The doors opened at 16:00, accepting early birds to register and get in line for the first wave at 19:30. The 
track took anywhere from thirty minutes, to one hour to complete. This depended on how fast the runners were 
going, and how many stops they were making while dancing in the paint and taking photos. Around 21:00 all 
runners were at the Enigma After Party to continue the celebrations and danced until midnight. 



6. What makes the event unique and creative 

 REDFILO is a full-service company allowing them to approach NEORUN with a comprehensive 
understanding of the goals and objectives in place. Their diversity set them apart from other events through their 
methodology, creative thinking and content development: different thinking, different results. This unique formula 
allowed them to plan NEORUN in a both creative and dynamic manner, and deliver an effective solution that was 
targeted at meeting their unique and creative goals and aims.  

 When designing, the team knew it had to be peerless and the designers were always steadfast to achieve 
this. Pach and the team dedicate as much time as possible of detailed planning and brainstorming to concoct the best 
designs possible. Pach only expected inimitable proposals from his studio with an amazingly simple and strong 
concept. The execution had be just right. The REDFILO design team was prolific in their creations, and they 
competed against themselves while creating the NEORUN event designs, with several other incredible examples of 
their work. 
  
 When designing the NEORUN flyers, brochures, T-shirts, swag bags, banners, emailers, social media 
adverts, posters etcetera, the team dedicated months of detailed planning and brainstorming to concoct the best 
collateral possible. Nonetheless, out for its mix of outstanding hand-done composition and the raw and brutal 
execution of imagery, the REDFILO team loved every last paint splatter on the prints, and the designers mode of 
attack never failed to excite.  

 The NEO Runners did not know what to expect, and they were blown away with what they got. NEORUN 
was produced in a unique and spectacular way, with a night dedicated to all its NEO Runners with the track, 
entertainment and music in a crescendo of excitement. From the never before seen NEO World, to the Ten GLO 
Zones, UV paint and Enigma Party, Dubai received what was arguably the best night of their lives. All the rigorous 
planning, designing, time managing, team work and problem solving from the past months finally came into effect. 



7. Overall effectiveness / success of event 

 In a short period of time, the effective and efficient combined action of the group, allowed them to produce 
an event that succeeded even their own standards. Keeping in mind that new events are, under normal conditions, 
indolent (since most individuals in the area are unaware of what to expect), the team realistically planned for two 
thousand participants. With all their efforts and vigorous planning, they put together the event on April 10, 2015 and 
at 16:00 hours they opened the doors for the public. Not only did they surpass the two thousand mark but more than 
four thousand individuals appeared for NEORUN, all excited and eager to participate in what turned into the Best 
New Event of their lives.  

 The results were through the roof. There were over four thousand participants, 99.8% positive feedback, 
850% increase in social media followers on Twitter, Instagram and Facebook, great media exposure and interest 
from institutions, and many journalists and bloggers were present. These achievements will help lead the industry in 
an inspirational and developmental manner, and REDFILO will continue to be recognized for its conceptualization 
and production of the most prestigious projects in the UAE and Middle East.  

 These achievements will help lead the industry in an inspirational and developmental manner, and 
REDFILO will continue to be recognized for its conceptualization and production of the most prestigious projects in 
the UAE and Middle East. There has been continued interaction through Social Media Platforms and Emails with 
the NEO Runners, encouraging Social Sharing and communication with the NEO Runners, there has been constant 
requests for a “Round 2”. REDFILO strives to be the region's most recognized event management agency, providing 
the most innovative solutions to design and create experiences of exceptional quality.  



8. What challenges / obstacles did you foresee / encounter in creating the program / activity / idea and how did you 
handle them 

 Planning NEORUN came no short of anticipated challenges, however months of organization, synergy, 
problem solving and the determination of the REDFILO team to work together and create a nonpareil and leading 
event prevailed. Through careful, accurate and detailed planning, the team was able to triumph over any tribulation. 
Pach has created a group of winners and problem solvers who through effort, perseverance, persistence, 
professionalism and determination, can accomplish anything.  

 One main challenge was the very short timeline they had to produce the event. There were just 4 months 
between confirming event production and the set event date, allowing REDFILO only a couple months to 
conceptualize and produce NEORUN. The event’s team set to work immediately, developing a strong theme and 
concept before setting to work researching, ascertaining logistics and operations and contacting suppliers and 
performers. 

 When the REDFILO Team designed, created and executed the NEORUN, they always want to consider the 
meaning behind the event. But, where do they get their creative ideas from? Brainstorming and coming up with new 
ideas is something the Event Architects at REDFILO excel at, although it doesn't always come easy. This was an 
anticipated challenge when coming up with a unique and creative event that can be recreated year after year and 
leave a lasting effect on the participants.  

 To overcome this obstacle, each team member supplied each other with powerful, unique, and distinctive 
ideas through brainstorming. Figuring out early on what areas they needed help on was crucial. The Team wanted to 
execute the job as smoothly as possible and insure they fully understood the vision. The Event Architects nourished 
each other with concepts and proposals. The REDFILO studio design team were equally as important when coming 
up with the Best New Event. The Event Architects and Design Team work hand in hand.  

 Inspiration also came within each REDFILO Team Member on their own. Not all great ideas come from 
brainstorming, and therefore their minds were always ticking and observing what was around them, even when they 
were not at work. Their every day experiences and staying up to date with what people wanted was a key factor in 
creating a unique concept. Researching online, with books, and in the surroundings of their every day lives, all 
helped to inspire the REDFILO Team and create their vision into a reality. 
 Staying organized was essential, and another obstacle they ran into. With all the ideas flying from one desk 
to another, and one poster to the next, it was easy to get lost in the planning without proper organization. The 
REDFILO Team had to insure there was structure and coordination within the team. In order to overcome this 
challenge, the team kept their ideas, strategies, and resources all in one place. This helped to guarantee they executed 
the job victoriously.  

 The REDFILO Event Architects and Designers, dedicate all of their time and efforts to make sure 
NEORUN was triumphant. The Team strived at coming up with a never before seen concept and event. Every event 
needs nourishing and planning, and coming up with new ideas is there forte. Through passion, and commitment to 
each and every detail, the team as a whole was able to overcome all obstacles and challenges encountered and 
foreseen. 


